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EDITOR’S COMMENT

Andrew Kidd
EDITOR

Changing hands again
When will the ownership
merry go round end at
Allied Carpets? It seems like
another month, another
buyer.
To say Allied Carpets is changing hands as
often as the pages of a calendar turn is not
strictly true, but it certainly feels that way.
Since April 2009 when Hilco bought Allied
from Tapis Saint-Maclou through the Sigma
Capital fund it seems that restructuring has
been an ongoing thing. Now a group of
‘private investors’ are the new owners (see
p8). But given the chain’s recent history who
is to say it won’t be sold again in the future?
Every time Allied briefly enters
administration it sheds stores. Before the
2009 administration there were 207 stores,
which fell to 51 as a result of the pre-pack.
This had fallen to 37 before the current deal
and now Allied has only 24 branches.
If Allied is not to become just the name of
a competitor that couldn’t deal with the
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market leader (remember it was losing
money well before the recession began), the
fear has to be that a further sale any time
soon will be a sale too far.
There seems to be a sense of ‘Oh well, it
wasn’t that bad,’ about the Budget. I can’t but
help feel that measures affecting individuals
will simply negate the economic benefits of
welcome announcements such as the fuel
duty cut and accelerated corporation tax
reduction.
The BBC/KPMG’s Budget calculator finds
that a married couple aged 45 and 40 with
no children and earning £54,000 a year
(details I picked at random) will be £337.42 a
year better off. But the couple, key customers
for many retailers, can only achieve this if
they don’t drive, drink or smoke. If they do
they are £21.21 worse off.
Less than 6p a day between them isn’t
going to make a difference other than one
less G&T maybe, but more importantly it isn’t
going to make them feel any better off. And
if they don’t feel any better off, they are
unlikely to be keen to help kick-start the
economy.
Maybe the ban on cigarette displays is part
of a wider plan after all?
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NEWS

Archers scores 10 out of
10 for new store openings
Bed chain Archers Sleepcentre will open its 10th store in a
decade on 9 April. The Hillington Trading Estate, Glasgow
branch will be one of the Scottish chain’s largest,
incorporating an Internet clearance centre showing mail
order returns and discounted seconds.
‘I am hugely excited about our new venture,’ says Ian
Archibald, Archers md.
‘There is a real buzz in the area: lots of alternative retailers
offering something a bit different to the high street and bog
standard retail park.’
Ian and his brother Derek opened the first Archers store

in 2001 on the city’s Great Western Road in Glasgow after
Ian lost his job at Dreams.
The chain is Sealy and Silentnight Beds’ largest customer
in Scotland and has about 10% of the Scottish bed market.
‘Uniquely we stock most of our beds on site at each store,
this allows customers to load up their cars and vans and
take their beds away, and about half of them do,’ says
Robert Hunter, Archers sales director.
Since it began selling online in November 2007, Internet
sales have increased to more than 20% of turnover, with
sales doubling in the past year.

Hilco sells Allied Carpets
Allied Carpets has been sold yet again,
with Dean Weston, operations director
understood to be heading a group of
private investors who have bought the
chain from Hilco.
On 7 March Weston was named as a
director of Savana Trading, which
changed its name to Allied Floors on 16
March. Under the deal 24 stores were
sold and nine closed. Administrator
Leonard Curtis will sell four more.
Hilco bought Allied Carpets in 2009
and later conducted a pre-pack,
purchasing 51 of Allied’s 217 stores.
A post on the DIY Week website

claiming to be from a supplier owed
money says suppliers have been told
they cannot use any monies from the
new company to pay the debts of the old
one.
‘It’s legal, but it shouldn’t be. I will not
be trading with them again. Who needs
it? We don’t. There are lots of reputable
businesses out there to sell to and for the
public to buy from,’ the post says.
A statement on behalf of the
private investors distributed through
Hilco says: ‘We are pleased that we have
managed to conclude the acquisition
and believe there is significant scope to

further grow our market share and
develop the Allied brand whilst
continuing to offer unparalleled
customer service.’
Meanwhile, Carpetright is to close
almost a third of its Republic of Ireland
stores after deciding there will not be an
upturn in the Irish economy any time
soon.
Up to 19 jobs will be cut as seven of
the 25 stores close. Locations were not
confirmed as the chain is in consultations
with the affected staff. Carpetright’s Irish
sales have dropped by more than half in
the past three years.

Register online
Online registration for The Bed Show is
now available at www.bedshow.co.uk.
The exhibition will take place from
27-28 September at the Telford
International Centre.
More than 1,200 visitors attended
last year’s debut event.
Among those companies already
signed up are Airsprung Group,
Harrison Spinks Group, Hypnos,
Millbrook, Relyon, Simmons Group,
Sweet Dreams and ViSpring.
Exhibitors have to be National Bed
Federation members to take part,
which significantly boosted the
association’s membership last year.
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Westward bound: Kitchens International has expanded to the west of Scotland with its fifth
branch, in central Glasgow. ‘Glasgow is a key market for us and until now we have serviced it
from Edinburgh. However, there is an increasing demand for high quality design, coupled with
contemporary, aspirational kitchens in the west,’ says Paul O’Brien, KI business development
director. He says many people are refurbishing their kitchens rather than moving house.
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Snow hits Ryalux’s
residential sales
Ryalux’s residential sales dropped by
16% in the second half of last year,
due to the snowy conditions.
After rationalising its product
ranges, Ryalux and sister company
Bermatex’s parent Airea saw sales
1.2% ahead in the first quarter but
December’s bad weather wiped out
£900,000 of sales. Pre-tax profits fell
from £362,000 to £94,000.
The group says increasing capacity
of the dye house has seen it deliver a

lower cost, better quality product to
the business and it remains
‘encouraged by progress in the sales of
new products and the winning of new
business with a major multiple retailer,
which should start to come on stream
in our fourth quarter’.
The group’s former Victoria Mills site
in Ossett is likely to be redeveloped for
housing after the local authority
proposed allocating it for
development.

The winning
Branca chair

Dates for buying group show
Details of the first Buying Group
National Flooring Show have been
confirmed.
More than 50 exhibitors will take part
in the 18-19 May event at Cranmore
Park, Solihull.
The show is open to members from
the BRM, Metro, and SMG buying
groups only. Flooring One members can
also visit on 17 May.
‘Feedback from last year’s pilot show

from retailers and manufacturers alike
was enthusiastic to say the least,’ says
Paul Phillips, BRM md.
‘For both flooring sectors it is the
way forward.’
Chris Moffat, SMG chief executive
adds: ‘This is a fantastic and unique
opportunity for all buying group
members to see the majority of their
approved suppliers in one very
convenient venue.’

Singapore numbers leap
The International Furniture Fair
Singapore/ASEAN Furniture Show saw
visitor numbers leap by more than a fifth
at the 9-12 March event.
Running alongside Deco Asia 2011 and
the debut of Hospitality Asia 2011, the
exhibition attracted of 20,873 visitors – a
20.8% increase on 2010. Visitors from 112
countries placed orders worth £177m, up
7%, and follow-on sales are expected to
top £1.8bn.
‘We will have to look for a bigger
production factory. That is how
successful the fair has been for us,’ says
Martin Filskov Olsen, Asian Design House
president.
Frank Hudson made its show debut.
‘We took part after deciding to focus our
efforts on expanding internationally and
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the show exceeded our expectations. The
response from the buyers and designers
shows that Frank Hudson Furniture has a
global audience,’ says co-owner Tim
Hudson.

Brit award
winners
Industrial Facility’s Branca chair has won
the 2011 Brit Insurance Designs of the
Year 2011 Furniture Award. The chair
mimicks the natural growth patterns of
twigs and branches with the Branca
backrest and armrests appearing to grow
seamlessly from just one piece of wood.
Hulger’s Plumen 001 energy saving
light bulb took the Product Design
category and was named Overall Winner
of the awards.
‘Rather than simply adding more stuff
to the shelves of shops around the world,
we hope that with Plumen we are
contributing something all together
more useful and valuable. We hope that
this award will signal to others a route
forward where design and sustainability
can co-exist without compromise,’ says
Nicolas Roope, Hulger co-founder.

Ulster Carpets

Frank Hudson reported strong interest in its
Chesterfield range

Ulster Carpets was founded in 1938 and
has operated from the same site in
Craigavon since then, not 1936 as
reported in the March issue. Apologies
for any confusion or embarrassment
caused.
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Ashley Wilde secures
copyright settlement
Mohawk Carpets
has increased its
sales force to six.
Marcus Bowes
(above) is
responsible for East
Anglia and north
east and north west
London. Jonathan
Scorah (below) is
responsible for
Cumbria, the North
East and North and
West Yorkshire.

Formica has named
Richard Crisp as the
Axiom by Formica
national sales
manager.

Primark has paid Ashley Wilde a six-figure sum in
compensation and withdrawn a collection
bearing a copy of the Ashley Wilde Boulevard
design in its Penneys stores in the Republic of
Ireland.
After the collection was launched in October
2008, High Court proceedings were issued in
Dublin against Primark, seeking an injunction to
restrain further sales, damages and costs. In an
out of court settlement Primark agreed to
withdraw its products from sale and paid
compensation plus legal costs to Ashley Wilde.
Ashley Brodin, Ashley Wilde chief executive
says: ‘The outcome of this case demonstrates that
Ashley Wilde will always take strong action to
protect the integrity of its designs, whatever the
financial position of the infringer. We invest
heavily in our design studio to enable it to
produce high quality, commercially successful
products.
‘The practice of taking a shortcut to market
share by copying successful designs needs to be
stamped out.’
Tony Catterall, head of intellectual property at
Taylors Solicitors, which represented Ashley
Wilde says: ‘The issue of plagiarism in the home

Ashley Wilde’s Boulevard design

furnishings industry is an increasing problem,
heightened by the economic recession.
‘Reputable design houses and converters need
to follow Ashley Wilde’s example and stand up to
infringers rather than turning a blind eye. In
winning this action, Ashley Wilde has struck a
blow for all design-led companies in the home
furnishings trade.’

Bensons boss to leave More space
Neil Hickland
(above) has been
appointed as sales
agent for Northern
Ireland and the
Republic of Ireland
for Kingstown
Furniture.

Bill Carrahar, Bensons for Beds
md is to leave the chain this
month after more than five
years in the job. He lives 100
miles from the Warrington
head office and no longer
wants the long commute.
‘It has been a fantastic five
years, trading through some
difficult economic times but,
with the help of a truly

talented team of people,
we’ve established Bensons as
a leading national bed
retailer,’ says Carrahar.
‘I’m extremely sorry to be
leaving but the time has
come to find a challenge
nearer to home.’
The chain has yet to
announce a replacement for
Carrahar.

Blaze hits carpet warehouse
Brintons has
recruited Stephanie
Savage (above left)
as field designer
and Lois Norman as
junior designer.
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A suspected arson attack on
19 March destroyed the
warehouse of Parkside
Carpets, Bloxwich, West
Midlands, causing £15,000 of
damage.
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‘It’s unbelievable.
Someone has broken a wall
to be able to set fire to the
carpets,’ says owner Malcolm
Lownes, 75, who founded
the store 43 years ago.

The Manchester Furniture Show will
increase in size after the completion of
Manchester Central Convention
Complex’s renovations.
Woodpecker Furniture, Time Living,
Joynson Holland, Universal Furniture,
Shanker Enterprises, RM Furniture, Isaac
Hirst, Vogue Beds and Cintique will be
among those showing in the new
Charter Hall.
Lebus Upholstery has officially become
an exhibitor and will continue to show in
the Midland Hotel.
Insight With Passion will host free
hour-long private consultations for two
days during the show. Email
contact@insightwithpassion.co.uk to
register.
Online registration for the 17-20 July
exhibition is now available at
www.manchesterfurnitureshow.com.
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Cranmore Park, Cranmore Avenue, Shirley, Solihull, West Midlands B90 4LF

Cranmore Park, Solihull is pleased to be hosting its very first Buying Group
National Flooring Show on 18/19 May 2011, with over 50 exhibitors,
including leading manufacturers and suppliers covering carpets, rugs,
laminates, underlay, vinyl and woods.
The first of its kind trade show welcomes, but is restricted to all members
from the BRM, Metro, and SMG buying groups. Cranmore Park is a 2,500
sqm showroom with purpose built restaurants, dedicated catering team,
private reception and free on-site parking.

Chris Moffat, SMG chief executive said: “This is a fantastic and unique
opportunity for all buying group members to see the majority of their
approved suppliers in one very convenient venue.”
Paul Phillips BRM md added: “Feedback from last year’s pilot show from
retailers and manufacturers alike was enthusiastic to say the least. For both
flooring sectors it is the way forward.”
David Kipping, Metro Group chief executive said: "The combination of the
largest collection of flooring suppliers exhibiting in the UK, a superb central
location, and at the perfect time for the peak autumn trade make this
show unmissable"
“We are delighted to welcome the buying groups to this superb venue,” said
a Cranmore Park representative. “We are very proud of these facilities and
for sometime suppliers have been asking if we would consider hosting such
an extended trade show. We tested a one day event last year and it went
very well. The quality of the supplier stands is excellent and I’m sure
delegates and suppliers alike will benefit from the experience. We are looking
forward to a good turnout”.
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OPINION

Michael Northcroft
Furniture by Michael Northcroft
md and designer

Concentrate on
exports not conflict
Some 20 years ago I was involved in a trade organisation
representing British companies selling their wares throughout
the world, and particularly to the Middle East. I remember one
chap who sold fabrics. Like many British salesmen travelling the
globe he was informed, urbane and very good at his job.
In 1991 when America and Britain sent troops to liberate
Kuwait from Iraqi occupation I remember him saying: ‘This is a
disaster! How can I sell when we are sending in tanks? It upsets
trade right across the region and it won’t be put right quickly!’
In 1991 the British trade balance was just slightly in the
negative. In the four quarters of 2010 our trade balance was
never better than -£4bn each quarter.
That trade association still exists, but the trade is no longer in
export from our shores. Rather
the flow is inwards. Almost all of
the companies involved now
import into our economy.
I am not blaming John Major
or George Bush senior and their
liberation of Kuwait on all our ills.
There are many factors, not least
the container shipping of goods
that has expanded low cost
imports into our economy.
But in these times when we are
trying as a nation to repair our
economy we should remember
all those salesmen who only 20
years ago travelled the globe
representing British creativity
and jobs.
The export earnings for
furniture and furnishings alone ran into hundreds of millions of
pounds every year. We are now on our fourth military
intervention in the region since my friend the fabric salesman
became so agitated.
I wish that Britain would retire from trying to be the
conscience or policeman of the world. Our ability to meet the
needs of our 61m citizens rests on our success in selling our
wares in the world.
It’s time to do some serious thinking as a nation. This conflict,
like the three before, damages Britain’s trade. It makes it harder
for our diminished vanguard of British exporters to help
balance Britain’s wonky books.
Concentrating on exporting rather good curtains around the
world, or whatever it is that we find ourselves good at, would
be a start.

Our ability
to meet the
needs of our
61m citizens
rests on our
success in
selling our
wares in the
world

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Generate instant
sales & profit for
your business...
Greenwood plan and organise
more sales events for quality
retailers in the UK and Ireland
than any other sales company.
Why not find out more about
holding a Greenwood sales event
in your store.
You can expect to generate from
25% to 100% of your annual sales
in a 3 week event, at good margin.
A more accurate sales projection
range can be estimated after a
brief free telephone consultation.
Call us now to request our
Information Pack, or to discuss
how one of our Sales Events could
work for you.

01625 521010
Or go online and visit our website at:

www.greenwoodretail.com

GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion
1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com
www.greenwoodretail.com
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NEW PRODUCTS

1

2
1 Embracing the trend for retro design, Kährs has introduced the Linnea Dwell
collection of wood floors. Offering a mix of chic patterns, the range includes
oak, walnut and poplar options in Dutch mosaic, parquet and multi-stripe
finishes. Colour options span pale toned Dutch-classic Oak Loft to black and
white striped Poplar Notting Hill (pictured).
Tel: 023 9245 3045

3

2 Joining an existing portfolio of cutting edge style, including strong ranges
such as the Touch of Tiles and Café Noir, Avenue is introducing Ultimate Oak,
Precious Metals and Pure vinyl ranges to in-store displays.
Tel: 00 32 5665 3211
3 With a luxurious silk look and 28 shades, Bamboo is the latest carpet
collection from Lano Carpets. It uses bamboo fibre within its yarn, enhancing
the carpet with a its soft-to-the-touch feel and using the rapidly renewable
resource to help reduce the carpet’s impact on the environment.
Tel: 00 800 5266 5266
4 Limelight Beds always brings contemporary comfort to the bedroom and its
latest collection of bedsteads is no different. Phoenix is as stylish as it is
comfortable and offers the ultimate in bedroom luxury with padded
headboard and footend. It is available in black or white.
Tel: 01455 850 150
5 Leoline is updating displays in retailers across the country, introducing the
Comfylux Xtra range and the Softstep collection, formerly called Mastergrip.
‘The changes will help retailers to fully benefit not only from the Leoline name,
but also from collections designed to appeal to a broad cross-section of
consumers,’ says Caroline Wille, product manager.
Tel: 00 32 5665 3211


4
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Manx Carpets Castle Twist
is as popular as ever with retailers due to the
variety of weight options the range offers,
made from 80% British Wool in eighteen
modern colours available 30,40,50,60 & a
luxury 70oz quality in 4 & 5m widths,its a
must for every retailer.
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NEW PRODUCTS

6

7

8

9

10

6 Prestigious Textiles’ Home Sweet Home
is a mix and match collection of cotton
prints, embellished embroideries and
matching wallpapers for children’s rooms and
play areas. The collection includes seven
designs including the fantasy promenades of
Home Sweet Home and Lapwing Lane,
together with folksy florals Florie and
Summer Hill.
Tel: 01274 688 448
7 Gong’s Dallas armchair in black distressed
leather is inspired by the beauty of
chesterfields, with its brass nails and back
buttons portraying a look of timeless

18
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elegance and comfort.
Tel: 020 7370 7176
8 Ulster Carpets is adding four woven
axminster plaid colourways to its Country
House Beaumont range: Chalk Downs,
Balmoral Red, Turtle Dove and Brindle.
Composed of 80% wool and 20% nylon, the
colourways will be suitable for extra heavy
wear and available in 4.57m, 3.66m, 2.74m,
1.83m and 0.91m colour matching widths.
Tel: 028 3833 4433
9 Sixinch’s Dual Cut splits a foam flock with
two L-shaped cut lines, employing the

simplest production process to minimise
wastage. It features two ergonomically
comfortable seat back angle options of 6°
and 23° and can form into a one-seater with
a side table, a chaise lounge or a corner table.
Tel: 00 32 3609 5702
10 Whitehead Designs’ Ritz sofa shows
how contemporary and quality can be
beautifully combined. Elegant scooped arms
are minimal and space saving while a solid
wood plinth surrounding the base and
plump feather back and seat cushions ooze
style and comfort.
Tel: 0115 9725 056
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LIVING AND DINING

Modus’ Gecko

Would-be
favourites
Oak dominates the living and dining
sector, but there are plenty of other
materials to choose from

Casamania’s Robox

20
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Consumers shopping for living and dining room furniture could
be forgiven for thinking their choice is limited to just one wood
species as most retailers’ displays resemble a forest of oak. But
for those looking for something more individual, the sector
hasn’t given up on other materials.
‘The mighty oak is being felled from favour
by a new mood for classic and traditional
furniture,’ says Gavin Douglas, G Plan Cabinets
marketing manager. He says the emerging
trend for vintage-inspired goods has got
shoppers hunting down furniture that offers
more interesting form and features.
‘There is a rise in demand among consumers
for pieces that offer a more detailed finish.
Retailers are now looking for alternatives to
modern, less-detailed designs to accommodate
the shift in consumer tastes and needs,’ he
explains.
Arte Veneziana’s Art Deco
Bonaldo uses gas injection moulded
polyamide for its Giuseppina chair in white,
black and red and polycarbonate for the 
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COMPACT, PRACTICAL
DINING OPTIONS

DERBY

DERBY & 2 026 Chairs in Cherry

DERBY & 2 052 Chairs in Maple

BRISTOL & 2 026 Chairs in Cherry

BRISTOL & 2 052 Chairs in Maple

ASHBOURNE 1200 table extended to 1500
& 6 Chairs

ASHBOURNE 1200 x 800 table
unextended & Sideboard & 4 Chairs

BRISTOL

ASHBOURNE
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LIVING AND DINING
Left: Bonaldo’s
Giuseppina and
Prora
Below left: G Plan
Cabinets’
Gainsborough in
mahogany veneer
Below right:
Case’s Particle
Bottom: B-Line’s
Snoop

transparent, smoked and the new semitransparent violet as it reinterprets classic
shapes. The Prora extending table
combines a glass top and
painted steel legs.
Modus will launch the Gecko
table collection at iSalone in
Milan this month. Available in a
range of powder coated finishes or
chrome, the coloured laminated tops
are available as softened squares and
rectangles or circular shapes,
while the laser cut steel foot
spreads out to look like the
footpad of a gecko.
Milan will also see the launch
of B-Line’s Snoop by Karim
Rashid. It can be used as a
stool, low table or stacked to
form a bookcase.
For true individualism, Arte
Veneziana’s Art Deco cocktail
table, also due to be
launched at iSalone, is hard to beat. It
boasts etchings on antiqued mirrors
while the black lacquered wooden top is
enriched by four illuminated and handetched glass tiles.
Shin Azumi’s Particle modular shelving
unit for Case is available in a rich dark
walnut and made up of individual,
interlocking walnut components. Highly
versatile, they can be used to create
either a straight wall or corner storage
unit.
Fabio Novembre has used painted
metal for his Robox bookcase for
Casamania.
‘From Mazinga to the Transformers, my
generation has always had a robot as
playmate and I needed to find a new
function to justify its presence next to my
desk,’ he says.
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LIVING AND DINING

Cubic 900 square extender

Top: Newark 600 (1200) x 600 swivel top table can be extended (above)

Lincoln 900 (1300) x 800 extender

Healthy wholesale
G&P Furniture has stuck to its guns and is enjoying the benefits
Since its foundation in 1998, G&P
Furniture has stuck to its wholesale only
approach and has enjoyed success with
this business model as the economy has
faltered.
‘So many of the container-only
suppliers who proclaimed the future lay
in this method of purchasing, now offer
the wholesale option as their retail
customers, having discovered container
purchasing can quickly eat up their
finances, space and, often, their sanity,
have turned their backs on this
approach,’ says Neil Godfrey, G&P
Furniture director.
Godfrey says the firm has benefited
from this change. By concentrating on
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supplying fast-moving commercial lines
priced to repeat quickly from stock,
healthy trading continues despite the
economic climate.
‘Emphasis is placed on offering an
overall product and service package that
customers know they can rely on at all
times,’ he says.
Eight ranges are available, in both
traditional and modern styles, at various
price points that aim to meet as many
different tastes and needs possible.
Godfrey says the company has had
considerable success with the Windsor
House dining collection over the past
two years, offering several highly
functional dining options.

In a traditional style, with an easy-touse extension mechanism, six tables are
available in maple and cherry finishes
with two styles of chair and various
cabinet and occasional options.
‘The dual benefit of practical, compact
sizes of table that offer versatile and
efficient extension options is one of the
collection’s main selling points,’ he says.
Compact, versatile dining options have
also played a major part in the success of
its oak Cubic range. Six compact tables
are available, four of which offer flexible
extension options, including the 120cm x
80cm drawer leaf table which extends to
150cm using one extension and 180cm
with two.
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CARPET

Centre
stage
As one of the busiest rooms in
the home, the living room carpet
comes in for tough treatment

The living room carpet comes under regular attack from feet,
paws and spills so many consumers are looking for carpets
that are not only stylish, but also offer practical maintenance
benefits.
‘The natural choice for living room carpet for many people
is still wool. As a carpet fibre, wool has a naturally built in
crimp which gives the carpet pile extra resilience to wear,
making wool carpets ideal for the most frequently used room
in the house,’ says David Cormack, Cormar Carpets marketing
director. ‘Wool carpets also clean easily and are generally
more flame retardant than synthetic carpets.’
Cormar’s wool products range from the recently launched
50% wool Forest Hills, to 80% plain and heather twist piles
such as Berwick and Home Counties, to 100% wool loop piles
in textured and level loop effects such as Malabar and Avebury.
For those with accident prone young families or on 
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Cormar’s Berwick
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Ezifloors new comprehensive
range of pu underlays
Prima range – film faced unbranded product in a branded bag
Softstep range – film faced fully branded product in a branded bag
underlay

Superstep range – paper faced product fully branded in a branded bag
• NOW AVAILABLE – superb new range •

Softstep HD product – high density product suitable for all contract locations
HDContract 9

all Ezifloor products are available in a range of thicknesses and densities
• light and durable they are a serious alternative to heavier rubber underlays
• all have excellent thermal properties
• recyled and recyleable
• environmentally friendly
• fitter friendly
THE ONLY TRULY
INDEPENDENT BRITISH
PU UNDERLAY
MANUFACTURER

available from all major flooring distributors throughout the UK
direct all enquiries to: info@ezifloor.co.uk
visit our brand new website for more details: www.ezifloor.co.uk
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CARPET
a budget, the easy clean and stain resistant Primo Collection is
becoming increasingly popular. The five carpets have been
designed with family life in mind. Made from polypropylene,
which is stain resistant and bleach cleanable, they offer
practicality and style while going easy on the purse strings.
Steve Upperton, Axminster Carpets sales director says:
‘Pattern is certainly higher up the agenda for many
homeowners, particularly those looking for carpet that suggests
a more considered approach to the design of their home.’
He says attitudes are changing with patterned axminsters no
longer considered to be just for the more mature homeowner
or traditional period property. There is a new generation of
designs geared towards modern living environments.
‘Carpets such as Striata in the bold red of ventura, or Natural
Plaid in the striking cormorant, are representative of this new
attitude in pattern, but still retain the famous quality and 100%
wool construction that have made woven carpets from
Axminster a choice for generations of discerning homes,’ says
Upperton.

‘Our contemporary collections just go to prove that design
which look towards modern influences can work just as well on
the richer colours and natural hues of wool as they do on
artificially vibrant man-made fibres.’
The new wave of refined traditional-style pattern carpets
shouldn’t be overlooked, he says. Using muted tone-on-tone
colourways, at times reduced to two or three shades, these
carpets are a more understated take on traditional pattern. They
work well in period properties looking to a more considered
floor choice rather than a natural hued twist or loop pile.
‘Retailers are constantly barraged with consumers really
wanting to get the most for their money and as we well know,
they are always on the hunt for a bargain,’ says Birger Karlsson,
Lano UK and Ireland sales manager.
‘Our Easy Care Collection answers the need for easy to
maintain carpet at a price point that makes sense and is
affordable to a wide range of pockets. Yet the collection also
brings a wide range of styles and colour, to make sure that a
broad spectrum of tastes can be catered for too.’
Axminster’s Antique
Splendour

Lano’s Oasis
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CARPET

SmartStrand has a lifetime stain resistance warranty

Into greener pastures
Mohawk stresses its environmental credentials as it gears up for a UK push
Being environmentally friendly is at the
heart of Mohawk’s offer. The key to the
EverStrand and SmartStrand carpets is in
the environmental prowess of each fibre,
both of which take a different approach.
Recycled plastic bottles are used for the
EverStrand fibre with one-in-four plastic
bottles in the US turned into the fibre.
‘SmartStrand is the first domestic
carpet fibre to use renewable content
rather than recycled and as such it
provides a unique solution, cutting down
the amount of virgin material used in the
construction of the carpet,’ says Howard
Lindsay, Mohawk vice president UK,
Ireland and South Africa.
‘Remember that even recycled content
came from virgin resources at some
point. SmartStrand contains up to 37%
renewable content derived from corn
sugar, saving the equivalent of up to 10m
gallons of petrol per year.’
Use of renewable resources is only
part of SmartStrand’s story because
consumers also want easy maintenance
and durability for their carpet.
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‘The carpet not only has a lifetime stain
resistance warranty, with most stains
simply removed with water, it also has a
durability in excess of nylon 6 – most
commonly used in commercial carpet
tiles – and far in excess of that of
polypropylene, from which most other
stain resistant carpets are made,’ he
explains.
Mohawk is looking to increase
production in Europe to reduce the
impact of transatlantic shipping.
‘It is far better to create long-lasting
carpet from easily renewable resources
overseas than to produce a carpet with a
short life expectancy and offset its
production through credits.
‘SmartStrand represents the first step
towards making a truly sustainable
domestic carpet rather than providing a
short-term answer that does little to deal
with the true issues at hand,’ Lindsay says.
Mohawk is at the middle of the market,
focused on independent retailers.
‘We believe independents offer the
best route to market for our SmartStrand

carpet, which costs more than
polypropylene stain resistant ranges.
There is no doubt that the ease of stain
resistant carpets is their major appeal
and that price is a secondary factor,
throw in SmartStrand’s other positive
attributes and its great sustainable story
and it really is a major step forward.
‘In fact, in the US where the fibre was
launched in 2007, it has gone on to
become the best selling carpet through
our dealer network,’ he says.
Mohawk recently increased it sales
team to six and is introducing video
equipped POS units to stockists.
‘We are the world’s largest flooring
manufacturer but our presence in the UK
hasn’t necessarily reflected this, which
has to change. We are looking at every
aspect of our residential business to see
where we can improve it and the
SmartStrand story is part of our
development within the market. We are
looking to become the favoured
manufacturer for independent carpet
retailers,’ says Lindsay.
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AUCTIONS

Living and dining ranges are available from stock

Pearl
of sales
Ian Michael Auctioneers is about
to celebrate its 30th anniversary
Monthly auctions have been running for almost three decades

Longevity, sustainability and growth are
words many businesses would like to
use. Ian Michael Auctioneers is fully
entitled to use them as it approaches its
30th anniversary next month.
‘Our first furniture auction took place
in May 1981 with a room full of eager
trade customers, and a slightly nervous
auctioneer. It was a great success and
every month for almost 30 years the
same scenario has taken place at 11am
on Wednesdays in Manchester,’ says
Michael Goodman, Ian Michael
Auctioneers md.
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The firm has stuck to its original
proposition of offering both trade
customers and suppliers a solution to
excess stock, returns and end of line
furniture. Now the customer base has
extended from a local focus to include all
parts of the UK, the Republic of Ireland,
continental Europe, Africa and the
Middle East.
In response to the growing demand
for specific lines the company operates a
wholesale cash and carry business
offering living and dining furniture from
its Manchester warehouse. Retailers can

sell from display, with the ease of being
able to pick up orders from stock.
‘This has been running for a couple of
years now and continues to grow. Our
supplier base has grown beyond
recognition over the past 30 years with
several of those major suppliers
supporting us throughout the whole
period,’ adds Goodman.
‘We would like to to thank all of our
customers and suppliers for their support
over the past 30 years and look forward
to offering them an ongoing solution for
the next 30 years.’
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3+2 Full leather £475

Leather sofas from £150

Brand new stock
now available…
£37

Aniline leather
£35

Only
£130

Leather or solid wood dining chairs
•
Oak dining tables
•
Fabric sofas and corner groups
•
Oak or ash bedroom ranges
•
Leather or fabric sofa beds
•
Divan beds
•
Pocket sprung mattresses
•
Solid oak bed frames
•
Painted bedroom ranges
•
Oak or ash dining & occasional ranges
•
Massive quantities of returns &
factory seconds also available
•
Gain a competitive edge
by contacting IMA today!
•
All prices quoted on a cash & carry basis.

Clearance oak dining ranges

£38

Solid ash chests
from £100

Solid oak
£85

Painted dining and occasional to clear

For further information on clearance ranges and regular lines please contact Paul or David:
Tel: 0161 203 6191
Fax: 0161 203 6270
E-mail: sales@ianmichael.co.uk
www.ianmichael.co.uk

IanMichael Auctioneers Ltd, New Street, Miles Platting, Manchester M40 8AA
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CFS Furniture Ltd

TEL: 0161 628 8121
VERMONT

MELODY

+
3 seater & 2 seater

£299

corner group

INDIANA

RUBY

£299

(available in 6 colours)

+
3 seater & 2 seater

£299

3 seater & 2 seater

£299

BUY T H E S E 4 MODELS WHILE STOCKS LAST, AND TAKE THE
OPPORTUNITY OF THIS ONE OFF DEAL

3 X 3 SEATER & 2 SEATER + CORNER £1196
100% UK MANUFACTURED • POCKET SPRUNG CUSHIONS
12 MONTHS MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY • FREE DELIVERY / 7-14 DAYS
Please contact us at your earliest convenience, as this offer will only be
available until the current stock has been cleared.
The price will return to our list price once our stock has been cleared.

CFS Furniture Ltd
Unit 3, Laurel Trading Estate, Oldham OL2 6LH
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Beds and Bedroom

CARPETS
FURNITURE
RUGS
BEDS
L AMINATE
UPHOLSTERY

Find out more at the Salterforth Show
8–11 May

VINYL
ACCESSORIES
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BEDS AND BEDROOM
Hampton is one for
five designs Colin
Jackson (below)
created for Serene

Work, rest and play
Far from being rooms that visitors never see, design has become
all important in the bedroom as illustrated on the following pages
Bed design has evolved exponentially over the past decade,
with the pace of change quickening in the past few years,
according to designer Colin Jackson.
‘The way we live our lives has evolved so dramatically in such
a short space of time and the function of our living space has
altered. The formal use of rooms for set purposes has changed
and we increasingly now use the entire home for a multitude of
reasons.
‘For example, TV is no longer confined to the living room, nor
eating to the dining room or kitchen, and as families grow and
the children sit in the living room on their games console, it’s
often mum or dad seeking out a quiet corner of the home to
relax or work,’ he says.
Designers must be aware of these social shifts, as well as the
influences from the myriad of TV design shows, where they
repeatedly steer viewers towards turning their bedroom into
something you would expect to find in a boutique hotel,
Jackson says.
Beds need to perform the most basic of functions well, while
bedrooms must also provide a comfortable place to escape and
relax, watch TV and work on the laptop, almost doubling up as
a work and hobby room.
‘Recognising that a bed must help create a calming space of
retreat and self-expression in a bedroom that has evolved into a
multi-purpose space requires beds offering more style, romance
and sexiness, such as my collection for Serene which
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incorporates features only seen before on sofas,’ says Jackson.
The brief from Serene was to design mid to top end leather
beds of distinction, presenting aspects of the traditional and
the contemporary, to breathe life in to the modern day
bedroom.
‘Well-proportioned, with attractive symmetry, they are each a
focal point for the room while offering functional characteristics
more commonplace in upholstery design. This makes their use
more rounded and in keeping with the demands of a society
that is spending increasing amounts of time at home, be it for
work, rest or play,’ explains Jackson.
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BEDS AND BEDROOM
Left: Bordeaux has mitred
design features

Right: Bella has
a vanilla finish

Above: Rimini shares a
smoky finish with Bordeaux

When Kingstown Furniture was creating the Bella, Rimini and
Bordeaux collections, producing something different was at the
heart of the design process.
While it wanted to tap into the popularity of painted
furniture, it was keen to avoid duplicating the abundance of
white or cream already in the market.
‘Painted finish furniture is still proving to be very popular with
consumers, which is why we produced Bella. The development
of the paint colouring for this collection was very important as
we wanted a bright clean look, which wasn’t white or cream,’
says Geoff Brailsford, Kingstown group sales director.
The result is a vanilla mist finish combined with decorative
line detailing and Art Deco styling across the doors, drawer
fronts and wardrobe mirrors.
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In contrast, the Rimini and Bordeaux ranges will suit
consumers wanting a darker finish, with their smoky oak look.
‘Smoky colours have been appearing on furniture in Europe
for some time, but we felt that those colours and grain designs
were not quite right for the UK market. We therefore worked
closely with the foil printers and created a smoky oak foil that is
ideal for our consumers with an appetite for a dark finish with a
contemporary twist,’ he says.
Rimini’s look is further developed with contrasting quartz
drawers and trims, and contemporary handles with colour
matched inserts. Bordeaux has bronzed glass tops to
complement the finish and strong mitred design features to the
side of the chests of drawers and a framed look that is
continued on the wardrobe with five-piece doors.
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Palatine Beds has had many requests
from customers and retailers for
natural fillings in their mattresses.

Athena Mattress

The North East’s leading bed manufacturer
decided to meet the growing demand by
adding to their range two hand made
products with natural fillings.
They’re proud to launch their newest bed
set ‘the Pandora’ and their latest top of the
range mattress ‘the Athena’
For your nearest agent, to become a
stockist, or for more information about
these beds and the rest of the Palatine
bed range, contact the Palatine Beds
sales team on

0191 2772559 or 0191 2772544
www.palatinebeds.co.uk/trade
Pandora Bed

Office opening hours:
8.30am to 4pm Monday to Friday

Palatine Beds, Stamfordham Road, Westerhope, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE5 5HH
Tel: 0191 2772544 (Switchboard) 0191 2772559 Fax 0191 2772550
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‘Involvement with
our retailers is vital in
understanding not
just national trends
but also localised
trends in the
marketplace’

When developing its Luxury Ortho collection,
Kozeesleep turned to its stockists to find out
what they wanted.
‘Luxury Ortho was developed with the
assistance of our retailers and sales team who
were given the agenda of “tell us what you
want, and we will give you what you need”. This
involvement with our retailers is vital in
understanding not just national trends but also
localised trends in the marketplace,’ says Bill
Bower, Kozeesleep sales and marketing
manager.
The company has been manufacturing in
Dewsbury, West Yorkshire for more than 25
years and has almost 1,000 independent
stockists across the UK, Republic of Ireland and
Europe.
On average the 200-plus workforce
manufactures more than 5,000 products per
week. The product spread within a normal
week’s production is varied and includes hand
side-stitched 2,000 pocket sprung models,
combination open coil sprung and memory
foam through to the new Luxury Ortho
backcare products.
Bower says: ‘2010 was not an easy year for
most and 2011 does not look as if it will be
either. Looking forward positively has to be the
way ahead and we have invested in new
machinery to take us forward.
‘We have purchased a pocket spring machine
which now complements our range of Bonnell
manufacturing units and have also invested in
new border quilting machines. These alone will
assist us in offering new ranges of competitively
priced products.’
The company has also invested in its delivery
fleet, adding several new vehicles.
This investments mean ‘the vast majority of
orders placed through our office are
manufactured and delivered within seven days,’
says Bower.
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Nova

Wordsworth

Retailers were involved in the development of Luxury Ortho
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BEDS AND BEDROOM

Hypnos’ Pillow Top Collection

‘Over the next year we see
the market getting stronger’
Comfort was key in the creation of Hypnos’ Pillow Top
Collection. ‘The no-turn hand-crafted mattresses feature an
integral pillow top sleeping surface that provides a soft and
comfortable layer or cushion above the supportive pocket
spring mattress. This softer, cocooning comfort provides a
unique point of difference, and a deep, relaxing sleeping
sensation that sets the Pillow Top Collection apart,’ says Chris
Ward, Hypnos director of marketing.
The mattresses also have a combination of wool, silk and
latex, helping not only to regulate body temperature but also to
provide natural and sustainable credentials, backed by a 10-year
guarantee.
At One Call Furniture high gloss is playing an important part
in its sales. ‘The trend is leaning heavily towards gloss products
that are outselling everything else. The demand within our
gloss ranges has seen strong sales for our wide three-door
wardrobes with centre full length mirrors to give more visual
impact,’ says Avi Heller, One Call sales and marketing director.
‘Over the next year we see the market getting stronger with
consumer confidence slowly building and to be well placed to
meet this we are investing heavily in new plant and staff to
satisfy our customers needs.’
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One Call’s Alpine
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BEDS AND BEDROOM

Caxton’s MyPod

Since its launch in 2005, Breasley Consumer Products has sold
more than 750,000 vacuum packed mattresses, establishing the
Flexcell, Postureform, Viscofoam and Amor brands. At the centre
of their creation was listening to retailers to discover what they
wanted to sell.
And this is what it continues to do. Breasley opened a second
factory in 2008 in Hyde, Greater Manchester, to produce the
Salus Collection. For this
year’s products it once
again sought the views
of its stockists.
This led to the

Breasley’s Salus with
ottoman base
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introduction of the Memory Pocket 2000 and 3000 models,
including an alternative shallow base and the ottoman base.
This features four gas pistons and a laminated interior. The
ottoman is available in some eight fabric colourways, allowing it
to be mixed and matched with the Salus Collection.
Salus has contemporary styled divans and matching
headboards, and is not available to online retailers.
But it’s not just beds that people are continuing to spend
money on.
‘British lifestyles and tastes are ever changing. Which is why
we’re constantly looking at new ideas and looking for new
marketing opportunities and ways to exploit the distinct niches
within a rapidly changing marketplace,’ says David Evans,
Caxton brand manager.
‘Although children may not have the largest rooms
in the house they definitely create the most
mess, so the MyPod collection gives a flexible
range of storage options so all the toys and
clothes can be neatly stowed away. To add to
the appeal of the cool white and grey PVC
finish, MyPod also features a handle that comes
with a choice of brightly coloured inserts for
both boys and girls of different ages.’
He says the range offers excellent space
utilisation, with a range of wardrobe and cupboard
options as well as desk, storage and shelf units that integrate
easily to provide a variety of different configurations.
‘With three different bed heights, and surprisingly grown up
styling, kids will take longer to grow out of it.’
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The new Signature by Kaydian collection launched at the
Interiors 2011 exhibition proved hugely successful. Available only
to stockists of the Signature range, this luxury collection comprises
classic designs upholstered in beautifully soft AAA top grade leather
with a choice of fabric and leather options.
For further information contact Kaydian tel: 0191 2712118 email: sales@kaydian.co.uk
Kaydian, Redburn House, Redburn Road, Westerhope, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE5 1NB
T: 0191 2712118 F: 0191 2862846 E: sales@kaydian.co.uk www.kaydian.co.uk
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BEDS AND BEDROOM

Sealy has
come up with
Smart Fibres
to keep house
dust mites at
bay

48

Friendly
sleep
system
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Sealy will use the 8-11 May exhibition at
Silentnight Group’s Salterforth
showroom to introduce what it calls
Sealy Smart Fibres, designed to prevent
the development of house dust mites in
the mattress.
An average mattress can contain tens
of thousands of house dust mites and
their droppings. The mites mostly feed
on dead skin cells, water from sweat
and expired breath and are a serious
irritant for the thousands of people
in the UK suffering from asthma and
allergies.
In addition to Tencel, which helps keep
the body cool and dry while sleeping,
the anti-allergy fibres also include
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BEDS AND BEDROOM

‘This is a positive
move forward to
help people who
suffer from a house
dust mite allergy
sleep better’

Top: Mattresses can
contain thousands of
house dust mites
Above: Allergy UK has
given the technology
its seal of approval
Left: The Smart Fibres
use Purotex

Purotex, which contains probiotic
friendly bacteria to keep house dust
mites at bay and reduce allergens.
Purotex fibres’ mode of action is
natural with no chemicals involved and is
assured for 10 years.
The new mattress cover fabric is a
successful example of green technology
that has produced an intelligent and
ecologically manufactured material.
Purotex’s probiotic microflora are
incorporated into the fabric as microencapsulated inactive spores. The
microflora consist of friendly microorganisms that are not genetically
modified and are guaranteed to be
non-toxic.

Treated fibres meet the most stringent
standards, have not been chemically
treated and mattresses containing
Purotex are even suitable for babies.
A favourable side-effect is that the
fibres also neutralise unpleasant odours
in the mattress.
The introduction has been backed by
Allergy UK.
‘We are delighted to be working
closely with Sealy UK and have
endorsed the allergy friendly sleep
system with our seal of approval. This
is a positive move forward to help
people who suffer from a house dust
mite allergy sleep better,’ says
Lindsey McManus, Allergy UK executive

director allergy and services.
‘The new Sealy Posturepedic beds with
Smart Fibres tick all the boxes for
demanding consumers who want to
ensure they are getting the latest bed
technology coupled with superior
comfort and reassurance that they will
wake up each morning wonderfully
relaxed and ready to face the day,’ says
Neil Robinson, Sealy UK marketing
director.
‘We pride ourselves on providing
quality beds to suit every individual, and
every home. In addition to our new
Smart Fibres, Sealy will be showcasing
lots of further new developments at the
show.’

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Spring

back
Palatine Beds says demand for natural
mattress fillings is making a return
In recent months there has been a shift in demand with
shoppers moving back to naturally filled mattresses, according
to Palatine Beds.
‘We’ve seen a sharp change in customer attitudes over the
past few months. While memory foam and latex are still selling
well, our stockists have had more and more requests from
customers for natural, traditional fillings in their mattresses,’ says
Andrew Waters, Palatine sales and marketing manager.
To meet this demand Palatine has developed the Pandora
and the Athena models, both using coir, horse hair and lambs’
wool.
Palatine has manufactured
mattresses in Newcastle for more
than 60 years. Around 70% of its
workforce have a disability and the
company works closely with the
Government’s Work Choice
programme to give

people with
disabilities the chance
to gain long-term
employment.
‘We have an old picture on the wall of the factory shop
showing the factory in the 1950s with an employee
inspecting spring units upholstered with coir fibre. It is
great that after all these years we are doing exactly the same
thing and it’s customer demand that has driven it,’ says Waters.
He says the introduction of Pandora and Athena is part of the
company’s efforts to develop its retail business over the next
two years so it matches the contract work it carries out for the
Ministry of Defence, universities and care homes.
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Above: Quality control 1950’s style
Left: Pandora and Athena both use coir, horse hair and lambs’ wool
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Mystique Interiors
www.mystiquewholesale.co.uk
Mystique is a
successful independent
interiors business,
which has expanded to
accommodate the
wholesale of these
exciting products
The lighting range has been the driving force for our wider furnishings business since we gained
exclusivity of the products in the UK.

Amazing consumer feedback
and our direct-to-manufacturer
approach has reinforced our
belief that these versatile
products will be beneficial to many
retailers, from small independents
to large national chains.
We are currently running a business visit day once a week
where we will come to your premesis and allow you to see
the lamps up close and illuminated. If this is something
you feel would be beneficial to you and your business
please call our customer care team and they will be happy
to book you in for the next available date.
Please order by Telephone: 01663 767 912 or email us on
mystiquewholesale@hotmail.co.uk.

Experience a sales upturn with this new wholesale lighting range
* Agents required – contact us to discuss • Distributor for Ireland wanted *
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Opening up the market
The vinyl sector is getting interesting with competition for the leaders
For years the designer
floors/LVT market has
been dominated by
Karndean and Amtico,
but several new players
are entering the market.
So what’s on offer and
what are the market
leaders doing to
maintain their position?
Moduleo Design
Floors, part of the IVC
Group, has two
collections – Spirit and
Global – offering a range
of wood, ceramic and
stone designs.
‘Moduleo Design
Floors is about offering a
serious alternative to the
key established players,
providing retailers with a
strong product mix that marries to
excellent value across the board and a
service and support expertise honed
through many years of activity within the
residential flooring sector,’ says Christ
Taveirne, Moduleo product manager.
The LVT sector is a little different to
other types of flooring, with consumers
showing an unusual amount of brand
awareness and major players considered
household names, he says.
‘Any approach to the fray needs to be
equally as potent, which is why we have
given Moduleo Design Floors such a
strong identity. From striking display
units that will really stand out in-store, to
literature bursting with lifestyle-inspired
imagery and specifications that offer
better value, we are well equipped to
succeed and become another major
force in the LVT sector.’
Cavalio Floors’ Clic features soundabsorbing cork underlay, the Uniclic
system and a 0.55mm wear layer.
It has 305mm x 915mm planks in a
variety of finishes, including many wood
grains as well as marble and slate. It can
be laid on most subfloors including
wooden boards and existing vinyl or
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Above: Moduleo’s Prince
Right: Cavalio Clic’s Blonde Driftwood

linoleum – as long as they are clean, dry
and free from cracks.
An expansion gap of 10mm is required
between the flooring and the wall, as
well as fixed structural parts. The
maximum area that can be laid
continuously is 10m x 10m, with larger
spaces requiring their own gaps.
Clic is not suitable for rooms subject to
frequent wetting, such as bathrooms and
saunas. It has a 15-year guarantee.
‘We believe the LVT market will
continue to grow and our focus will be
on offering new technology through
innovative manufacturing processes and
we are also looking to source more
ecologically sustainable products
wherever possible,’ says Wendy Hearn,
Cavalio Floors marketing manager.
Karndean is due to launch its retailer
partner programme Karndean Connect
in September, designed to further
strengthen the partnership between
Karndean and its retailers.
‘While we have witnessed competitors
fall by the wayside, we have managed to

maintain our position in the marketplace
by implementing a structured and
investment-heavy strategy to ensure our
survival throughout the economic
downturn,’ says a spokesman.
‘A three-year business plan was
developed including investment in
people, systems, product and marketing
to ensure Karndean keeps a competitive
advantage.
‘Apart from excellent customer service,
Karndean is dedicated to creating the
most realistic and beautiful flooring that
technology will allow. This is evident in
the colour, design, texture and look of
the products.’
Karndean has nine product ranges
with each displaying a unique effect.
Karndean’s Product Selector is a 360
page reference guide to its entire
product range with extensive technical
and design information. ‘This guide,
coupled with the tailored ranges, ensures
Karndean maintains its sought after
position in the luxury vinyl market,’
according to the company.
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VINYL
Adding to the LVT offering is
Distinctive Flooring’s Super-Click. Using a
patented click system, the planks are
pushed together and in most cases little
or no sub-floor preparation is required.
Its flexibility allows it to float over minor
imperfections with no visible signs.
Thanks to it being 100% vinyl and
having a R9 anti-slip rating, the flooring
can be used throughout the home,
including kitchens and bathrooms.
Super-Click has a PU coating to
prevent scratching and a 0.3mm wear
layer. It is available in seven oak finishes
and has a 25-year guarantee.


Celtic oak

Planks simply push together

Mountain oak
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Rustic oak
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VINYL
Adore
Touch uses
the Uniclic
system

Also joining the sector is Adore Floor’s
Adore Touch collection, following its
commercial success in the USA.
Distributed by Home Foundations, 14
wood finishes are available. The range
builds on the popularity of stick-down
LVT by using the patented Uniclic locking
system so no underlay or glue is required
and installation is fast and simple.
The Adore Touch range is produced as
individual planks, helping minimise
wastage. Each plank measures 178mm x

1219mm x 4mm deep. There are 11
planks per pack and each pack covers
2.385sqm, says Paul Ashley, Home
Foundations general manager.
‘The embossed surface and four-sided
micro-bevel means consumers will have
the look and feel of wood, with the
benefits of LVT. It is suitable for all rooms
– including bathrooms – and is warm
and quiet underfoot. It is also colourfast
to UV light and easy to clean and
maintain. Importantly for many

Fourteen finishes are available including Precious (left) and Gorgeous (right)
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consumers it is made from 75% recycled
material and is 100% recyclable.’
Suitable for commercial use, it has a
25-year residential warranty and 15-year
commercial warranty.
Bespoke stands, samples, contract
folders and consumer literature will be
introduced to retailers this month and
next, with more consumer marketing
activity during the year as part of the
ongoing commitment to raise awareness
of the brand in the UK, says Ashley.
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‘When it comes to flooring, over 46
years in the business has enabled us to
fully understand the continual
challenges and issues all commercial
applications have to deal with. So this
year we have undertaken our most
radical overhaul in our history,’ says
Simon Mills, Amtico International sales
and marketing director.
The company has launched two visual
identities to support the Amtico and
Spacia collections, designed to project
individuality and creativity.
The ‘I Create, I Express, I Define:
I Amtico’ branding captures the essence
of the collection, positioning ‘I Amtico’ as
an action, an emotion, a state of mind.
This is supported by 30 product ranges,
design layouts and cuttings options.
The Spacia range’s functionality is
expressed simply: ‘For every space there’s
Spacia’. The branding is designed to
capture the range’s flexibility with 49 new
finishes, a new Abstract flooring collection
and more sizes, making it suitable for
commercial and residential use.
By experimenting with new pigments,
artwork, embossing techniques and
design layouts, Amtico’s in-house design
team translates the essence of constantly
evolving design trends, he says.
Both collections are grouped
according to shade and tone from warm,
rich woods to cool, neutral stones,
through to bold abstracts with a cutting
edge twist.
Mills says: ‘This arrangement enables
designers and specifiers to experiment
with new product combinations and is
accompanied with touchable imagery
that clearly presents new cutting layouts.’
The Spacia collection is suitable for
residential use but also meets the needs
of the commercial sector. Whether it’s the
hospitality, education, healthcare,
government establishments, offices or
the retail sector, the flexibility and choice
recognises that the top considerations
for businesses are durability, initial
appearance, retention and slip resistant
features, he says.
’The new identity and products will be
disseminated through our retailers,
customers and the training academy
throughout the year and our desire to
explore new flooring ideas will never
stop. We are, and always will be,
constantly looking at pushing the
boundaries in what is possible in flooring
design,’ adds Mills.

Top: The new I Amtico branding
Above: There are 49 new finishes
for Spacia including Dusky Walnut
Left: Amtico has revamped its logo
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VINYL

Magnus

Opus
Karndean’s latest collection is
moving from the contract market

Mico – larger tiles can be installed quickly

Ferra has the look of natural stone
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VINYL
Since its foundation in 1973, Karndean
has evolved from a small family business
to one of the world’s most renowned
luxury flooring companies.
‘Karndean remains family owned
allowing us to stay true to our roots and
completely focused on our customers,’
says Jacci Marcus, Karndean UK
marketing director.
‘The company has certainly come a
very long way, and as it has grown it has
remained true to its core values. Our
passion is for developing versatile, luxury
vinyl products with the look of beautiful,
authentic and natural flooring.’
Opus is Karndean’s latest range of
design-led flooring created to capture
the character of real timber and the
simplicity of natural stone. The larger
planks and tiles provide practical, yet
stylish, flooring with a contemporary
look and feel.
Opus was originally developed for the
contract market, however, with such a
positive feedback from architects and

Arum – Opus copes with high traffic areas

‘The larger sized
tiles and planks
are the latest
interior trend’
specifiers, Karndean will make it available
to the retail market from June.
‘The large modern sizes offer shorter
installation times and there is a versatile
range of tiles and planks to choose from.
The authentic stone and timber effect
finishes are the largest available products
from Karndean and offer fashionable and
up-to-date flooring,’ says Marcus.
‘Opus flooring has a premium and
extravagant feel and creates beautiful
flooring which is perfect for high traffic
areas. It offers great value for money and
makes flooring a stylish addition to the

home or any commercial space. The
larger sized tiles and planks are the latest
interior trend and deliver class-leading
modern flooring with a 15-year
guarantee.’
Highlights of the 23 strong range
include the Ferra: a large rectangular
darker tile encompassing the beauty of
natural stone, and Terra, a lighter
rectangular tile with an enhanced neutral
surface finish.
‘Opus products have a distinct
advantage over traditional flooring as
spills and stains can be easily wiped
away. The practicality of Opus tiles and
planks means that natural beauty can be
brought to the most hard-wearing rooms
and spaces,’ adds Marcus.
‘With the vinyl market continually
evolving it is clear that Karndean is at the
forefront of design innovation. There is
definitely a trend for very large tiles
within both the commercial and retail
market and Opus provides the balance
between design and vital practicality.’

Primo – spills and stains can be wiped away
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UPHOLSTERY
Bretz’s Pompadour

Going solo
The armchair works well in a group with sofas but is also a star in its own right
Whether it’s to make a statement by
introducing a centrepiece to a room,
particular support is required, a lack of
space or replacing a worn out element of
a suite, the armchair offers a multitude of
reasons for purchase.
Often overlooked by the more
ubiquitous sofa, the armchair is a star in
its own right as it can be used in rooms
where a sofa or recliner would be
impractical, such as a bedroom or small
study.
‘Our accent chairs tend to be bought
for a whole range of purposes by
consumers including as standalone
pieces for the living room, study or
bedroom and also as an accent chair
with a group of other upholstery,’ says
Helen Frankland, G Plan Upholstery
marketing manager.
She highlights the fact that the Boston
and Yale chairs are available in the firm’s
full range of soft and leather covers.
‘This allows the chair to coordinate or
make a style statement in a range of
diverse looks. As these chairs are
compact, they work well in modern
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homes as they allow an extra seat
where a traditional armchair would
perhaps not fit.’
Sherborne Upholstery’s Lynton fireside
chair can be combined with matching
high seat chair, high seat two-seater and
its bestselling fully-upholstered recliner
suite.
Celebrity Furniture’s Cotswold with
padded arms and a three-channel back,
coordinates with fixed and action sofas
and standard and petite sized recliners.
Royams’ Bristol has a roll-back
complementing the flat-back Appleby.
Most of the company’s designs feature
petite and king size chairs and with a
wide range of measurements available
consumers can find what is suitable for
them.
Giving traditional armchairs a modern
twist is also gaining in popularity with
Bruhl’s Morning Dew and French
Bedroom Company’s Wonderland
showing that high back doesn’t mean old
fashioned, while Bretz’s Pompadour adds
the firm’s characteristic glamour to the
armchair.


Bruhl’s Morning Dew
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UPHOLSTERY
Left: G Plan Upholstery’s
Yale
Below left: Sherborne’s
Lynton
Below right: French
Bedroom Company’s
Wonderland
Bottom left: Royams’
Bristol
Bottom right: Celebrity’s
Cotswold
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Spoilt for choice
Design diversity is continuing to pay off for Lebus despite a tough marketplace
Last year was another of exceptional growth for Lebus, says Karl
Walker, Lebus director. ‘We grew UK sales by 27% and much of
this was with our established customer base, which underlines
the confidence our customers have with our offer and service.’
One of the reasons for the manufacturer’s success is the sheer
number of models it has on offer.
‘Diversity of product offer has certainly allowed us to grow
our distribution. Being prolific developers of new designs it
allows us to offer different looks to our customers on a regular
basis. We try to avoid falling into the trap of offering versions on
a theme – after all there is only so much faux and waffle on
corner groups you can offer,’ he explains.
The interiors 2011 show also proved successful for the
company. ‘Customers loved the freshness and difference of
models like Mahiki, a very bright and cheerful collection. Coleen
and the Trafalgar Knoll collection highlighted the flexibility of

the business with the plush velvet, deep crystal buttoned
chesterfield Coleen, and Trafalgar’s hint of traditional with a real
twist,’ says Walker.
As the marketplace remains tough its stockists are looking for
something different to tempt consumers.
‘Design, style and, above all, exceptional value and service are
at the top of the agenda. Following two years of exceptional
growth for the company, in what have been pretty austere
times, it confirms that Lebus has much to offer,’ he says.

Coleen chesterfield
Inset: Trafalgar Knoll:
hint of tradition

Empire: swivel armchair
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Mahiki: bright and cheerful
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OMAN
New Arrival…
By Furniture Origins UK Ltd

Now fully stocked at our South Wales distribution warehouse for immediate delivery.
Be the first to display this fabulous new Oak dining collection.
Yet another definite bestseller exclusively designed and manufactured by Furniture Origins UK Ltd.
Head office:
The Former Sanken Building, Abercynon, Rhondda Cynon Taff CF45 4XA
T: 0845 223 4900 F: 0845 223 4901
Barry Webb, sales director:
E: barry.webb@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07702 603971
Andrew Cavaciuti, sales agent for South West and Wales:
E: Andrew.cavaciuti@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07500 830888
Alan Endersbee, area sales manager Midlands/North West/East Anglia/Kent/Essex and Greater London:
E: alan.endersbee@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07809 196019
Mike Brown, sales agent for Scotland/ Cumbria/North East and Yorkshire:
E: Maik.brown@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07831 572601
Teresa Reaney, head of sales and marketing:
E: Teresa.reaney@furnitureorigins.co.uk; or
E: enquiries@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07971 349834
McNally & Finlay: Contact Dermot McNally – Ireland:
E: Dermot@rossmorefurniture.ie; T: 00 353 47 81366/81360
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Design evolution
With new ownership, choice is widening for Hjellegjerde

Lobster chair

Under its new owner Interstil (Interiors Monthly, September
2010) Hjellegjerde has begun to update its product offer, while
retaining its traditional designs as it celebrates its 70th
anniversary.
The collection is evolving in a more commercial, simpler
product offer with wider appeal, according to Maud Laine,
Hjellegjerde UK general manager.
‘The redesign of the model Ona and introduction of more
design orientated products such as La Familia, designed by
Tobias Jacobsen, and Lobster, designed by Oluf Lund and Eva
Paarmann, Hjellegjerde is entering a new market. This is not to
say we are moving away from the traditional comfort range
which we are known for.’
Hjellegjerde’s Fjords brand is a complete collection for small
and large spaces, whether it is design orientated or more
traditional family living, she says. The consumer can combine
chairs and sofas as desired and complement with accessories.
‘Excellent quality, optimum individual comfort and successful
functional design is what Fjords is all about,’ she says.
As with many companies, Hjellegjerde is finding the UK
market challenging and is grateful to have a loyal and
dedicated independent network of retailers.
‘Many of our retailers are long-term supporters of the Fjords
collection. I am always delighted, and sometimes a little
surprised to be honest, to see that some of our retailers know
so much about the product. This gives me confidence that our
brand and products are well presented to the end consumer,’
says Laine.

Grip

Ona
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Lebus Upholstery
The Art of British Upholstery Design

Tel: 01724 407 751

www.lebusupholstery.co.uk
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Nationwide Weekly Delivery
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Taking the floor
Three leading suppliers detail the hottest trends for rugs
With such a wide variety of rug styles and designs on the
market, it can be hard to keep track of what is selling well or
falling off on a non-local basis.
‘In terms of design the “in” styles to look out for are iconic
patterns such as the London, deep piled woollen designs such
as Kelp, while Jack is sure to add a splash of personality and
Regatta is a traditional classic with its thick, lush hand-woven
woollen weaves,’ says a Plantation Rug Company spokeswoman.
‘Plantation’s new colourful collection of contemporary rugs
really is fashion for your floor and includes designs such as the
fun and funky Sputnik through to The Duckworths, which will
add a touch of panache to any home.’
The Duckworths is Plantation’s fourth bestselling design. Its
top five are: Love, Jack, London, The Duckworths and Dotty
About.
Plantation carries one of the largest collections of modern
and traditional rug designs in the UK and says it has a rug
suitable for every room and every floor. ‘The rug market is
constantly evolving, but Plantation ensures that it provides a
selection of both modern and traditional rugs using intriguing
textures and fibres, injected with rich colours and weaves.
‘Rugs are very versatile offering many shapes, sizes,
colourways and designs to complement decor and the key to
choosing a rug is to think about the design, colour and size, all
of which will influence how it will look in situ. Prices vary
depending on the material and size of the rug and will continue
to do so but you will see an increase in “fast fashion” rugs to
respond to the constantly emerging trends.’
The Inside Out Rug is due to be launched in June, retailing
from £39.99. As it is an all-weather, stain-resistant and wipe
clean rug, it suitable for use inside and out.


London
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Kelp

Inside Out
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Amazon, a new design from the Rapello heatset carved range

‘We are noticing an increasing demand
for floral designs, hence our investment
into the wool Floral Art Collection and
our new Sienna heatset shaggy. Plains
always remain popular in shaggy pile,
especially noticeable in our Ultima
shaggy range. We now have multi-tonal
yarn shaggys such as Artisan and
Balotelli that visually add further depth
to the pile,’ says Paul Sills, Ultimate Rug
Company head of marketing.
He agrees that trends will have shorter
lives, making the ability to order small
quantities quickly even more important
for retailers. ‘We are seeing an increase in
value on products being bought now
especially in the high-end multi-textured
products.’
Product development is key to success,
according to Sills. He says the company
will always try to improve its bestselling
collections by either extending the
colour options or adding extra sizes.
‘We are always working with our
manufacturers to create new ideas for
rugs, be it materials, designs or colours.
We have some interesting new concepts
in prototype at the moment, which we
are looking at producing.
‘With the increase in Internet sales, the
first visual impression is very important.
Consumers may mostly be looking for a
specific rug design and colour but this is
not always the case. Something new,
exciting and different will always fuel the
spending appetite and if it is at a good
price, there is good chance of a sale.’
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Titan, a new heatset shaggy, multi-tonal yarn

New colours have been added to Jasmine, part of Rapello
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Above left: Retro rugs are introduced each month
Above: Rugs with Flair’s ranges include the Additions collection
Left: The new premises include a 120,000sqft warehouse

Rugs with Flair
Investing in new premises has enabled the company to hold much more stock
For Rugs with Flair the trend is being bolder, as it celebrates
moving to new premises in Glossop, Derbyshire that is more
than double the size of its two existing sites combined and
includes a 120,000sqft warehouse and separate showroom.
‘It wasn’t easy finding the right site to suit our growing
business and accommodate our plans for the future, but luckily
we did,’ says Neel Shah, Rugs with Flair md.
‘We are bigger than before, but we’ll never forget our
roots. ‘Our aim always has, and always will be, to offer the
best value to our customers; now we have the space we
need to accommodate our extended ranges. We can now
stock our ranges deeper and improve our service further,’ he
says.
‘Bright colours are still key this year, but we’re getting braver
and mixing a few together – watch out for lime green mixed
with purple in our Spider collection, it really is a great fusion.
‘And plain shaggy rugs continue to thrive. Santa Cruz
has been a major success and our customers will see the

addition of some wonderful new shades to this range including
a soft green.’
The company is also expanding its children’s collection with a
fleecy nursery range. Striped designs, damasks, traditional and
florals are all still strong, along with Union Flag and heritage
themes.
‘After the recent Heimtextil and Domotex shows, we’re also
working with lots of natural shades and nudes, taking
inspiration from nature – elements including ropes, driftwood,
denim, linen, pebbles, stones and sand,’ he explains.
‘Our rugs are sourced worldwide and the factories visited
regularly. This means the company has a good relationship with
suppliers built on the strong foundations of up to 28 years of
trading.
‘We hope to be the first to bring new qualities and
developments to the marketplace and with our in-house design
team we update and re-create our promotions quicker than
ever before, reacting to colour trends, size and even shape.’
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OUTDOOR FURNITURE

Stacks of style
Versatile designs for
outdoors and inside

Top: Suntime’s Vase
Above: Magis’ Voido
Right: Cane-line’s
Diamond
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Outdoor furniture doesn’t just have to be a
traditional bench or a table with a parasol in
the middle. As gardens and outdoor spaces
become increasingly integrated with indoor
rooms, more innovative designs are called
for.
For example, Suntime’s Vase table and
chairs can be stacked, becoming a garden
decoration when not in use.
Cane-line has introduced Cane-line Tex, a
coated polyester, to create upholstery that
still looks good even if it remains outdoors
all summer and which matches the comfort
and design standards of indoor furniture.
Hella Jongerius reinterpreted typical
garden chairs for Kettal with Bob. It has an
aluminium frame and ribbed cushions with
stitching detailing.
B&B Italia’s Ravel combines woven
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Left: B&B Italia’s Ravel
Below: Barlow Tyrie’s
Equinox with Mercury chairs
Bottom left: Vitra’s Vegetal
Bottom right: Kettal’s Bob

polyethylene backs with a metal base to
create modular units allowing the user to
create their own seating landscape.
Barlow Tyrie’s circular Equinox table
features a slate grey, high pressure laminate
top and integral Lazy Susan, mounted on
brushed stainless steel legs and frame.
If topping up the tan is the task of the day,
Voido by Ron Arad for Magis allows you to
do it in style while Ronan and Erwan
Bouroullec’s Vegetal chair for Vitra takes a
pared down approach.
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PROTECTION

Safe deliveries

IMAGE: SERGEY ILIN, FOTOLIA.COM

Fitting furniture with protective products can prevent damage to floors

Delivery teams carry the retailer’s reputation with them

It’s not just furniture that can need protecting during delivery
and afterwards.
Just picture the scene: a new dining table or sofa is being
delivered and the customer asks the delivery team if they could
put it just where she wants it and… scrape. Its metal feet have
gauged the wooden floor.
The result? The customer claims against the retailer and as
well as footing the bill its reputation has taken a knock.
Gill Finch, Stroolmount director says this can be easily
avoided at little cost and without significantly adding to the
time of the delivery.
‘Retailers often say that time is of the essence when it comes
to deliveries, but our 5mm self-adhesive felt pads take seconds
to apply and surely it’s better to have a very satisfied customer
and cause no damage than the chance of a claim and a very
unsatisfied customer,’ she says.
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For longer-term solutions, Stroolmount’s Quickclick guides
are screwed into the base or legs and can be easily changed
without unscrewing.
‘The system is interchangeable so if the felt wears down or
the flooring is changed, the glider can be easily changed,’ says
Finch.
If retailers fit the products before the new furniture enters the
customer’s house it will stop claims for damaged floors.
As with the rest of the company’s products, including its
furniture sliders for moving heavy furniture, Quickclick is
available in retail packs that can be sold to consumers to fit
themselves.
‘After speaking to a large number of retailers at trade shows
we have found many were sending their customers elsewhere
for protection items when it is better for their bottom line and
reputation if they could provide them,’ explains Finch.
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SOFTWARE

Keep taking
the tablets
The latest software for interiors retailers
To make the customer experience more
efficient software needs to be updated,
but what is the most suitable for your
business?
Mayne Computer Technology has
drawn on its 17 years of experience in
developing systems, supplying and
supporting many well known names in
the flooring industry – and working
closely with many of them – to develop
Mosaic.
The system is designed for all types
and sizes of carpet and flooring
companies from independent retailers,
through multi-branch retailers and
distributors up to multinational
manufacturers.
The Windows based modular system
allows users to choose the modules
they require, both initially and in the
future as the requirements of the
business change.
Modules include estimating and
planning, sales order processing, stock
management, sales and purchase ledger,
complaints, fitters’ diary, management
information, samples, EDI, warehouse
automation, product catalogue, online
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Left: Mayne’s
Mosaic can be used
for order processing
among other
services
Below:
Retailsystem.com’s
software is now iPad
compatible

sales and touchscreen order entry. A
demonstration is available at
www.maynetechnology.co.uk.
Mayne specialises in computer systems
for the furnishing and floorcovering
industries and has ISO 9002 quality
standards accreditation.
It offers a range of services including
consultancy, hardware supply,
networking, software, installation,
training, maintenance and ongoing
support.
Retailsystem.com’s software has seen
two major upgrades recently, including
becoming iPad compatible.
‘Now you can throw away your old
order pad and wander around the
showroom using an iPad to take
customer orders,’ says Stephen Smith,
Retailsystem.com ceo.

Apart from the more professional look,
there are benefits with add on sales.
Rather than marching customers off to
the office, orders can be processed on
the shopfloor where they can be
tempted by other products around them.
‘It’s amazing how many add on sales
are lost at the point of sale by taking the
customer out of the showroom
environment. The tablet is the way
forward,’ says Smith.
The second update is Stock Assist,
which helps buyers to easily see how a
product, range or supplier is performing
between specified dates. The module
learns patterns and trends and will
suggest re-order levels. It has also been
updated to support Internet Explorer 9,
Safari on iPad and iPhone and Google
Chrome browsers.
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SOFTWARE
MasterPiece has revised its estimating
software with several updates. The
facility for searching for previous
estimates or orders has been improved
by widening the search criteria to include
retailer’s reference numbers or
postcodes, rather than just the
customer’s surname. The archive now
also supports a printout to a spreadsheet
so customers’ details can be used for mail
shots. The pattern planning function has
been improved, particularly for stripes,
and additional training videos have been
added to help new users.
For retailers with more than one
branch the database for each store can
be combined, allowing company-wide
analysis of estimates. Previously the
databases were separate.
By doing this MasterPiece can license
the software by concurrent user, rather
than the previous method of by the
number of computers it was installed on.
According to Charles Pearson,
MasterPiece md, this could represent
major savings for larger companies.
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Store databases can
be combined with
MasterPiece’s updated
estimating software

‘For retailers the estimate is important
and different retailers want to include
different levels of information and how it
looks. Because of this we’ve updated how
they can format the estimate and made it
much more adaptable,’ he says.
For firms that carry out contract work
as well as retail, the software has been
improved to handle both sectors.

‘Users are now able to take
measurements from PDFs and CAD
floorplans and can also use paper plans
with a digitiser. With contract, companies
will normally want to work with cost
prices and then add margin and it can
now do this along with two product
libraries for contract and retail products,’
he adds.
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Vogue Beds Group

Blu Cool
Memory Foam™
More Cool Less Heat

A world’s First for Vogue - Less Heat - More Cool
Vogue Beds are the world’s first bed manufacturer to introduce
Blu Cool Memory Foam™ for the Vogue Collection of Divans
and Mattresses.

MADE IN THE UK

Made by VB group of Companies

Blu Cool’s unique properties ensure that the frequently heard “Too Warm for me” comment
that polarised customers into either the Love or Hate memory foam camp is now outdated.
The radically new manufacturing process developed in the UK, results in a supportive foam
that behaves like memory foam, but does not retain body heat, thus providing the same
unique properties of memory foam but without the heat, so Less Heat! More Cool!
The aim has been to make the Vogue Group clear and accessible
to its customers.We want to be a one-stop-manufacturer for
our customers. Retailers can create their own ranges from the
collections the Vogue Beds Group offers. Be it an encapsulated
pocket, organic fabrics or the new Blue Cool Memory FoamTM,
new talalay latex; all at price points,Vogue Beds Group offers the
complete package.We also deliver the four brands on one truck
with just one delivery note and one bill, making the whole
process much easier.

Vogue Beds Limited
Kingsfield House, Arthur Street
Barwell
Leicestershire LE9 8GZ
Tel: 01455 841 257
Fax: 01455 841 259
Web: www.voguebeds.co.uk
Email: info@voguebeds.co.uk
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Proposte

PREVIEW

Some 106
companies will
exhibit at this year’s
Proposte

Textile taster
Exhibitor numbers are rising at the fabric exhibition
Next month will see the 19th Proposte
exhibition take place from 4-6 May at
Villa Erba, Como, Italy.
Some 106 European furnishing fabric
companies will take part, a small increase
on 2010. Of these 52 are Italian while
Belgium is the most highly represented
country among the 54 international
exhibitors with 16 companies,
followed by France (12), Spain (11),
UK (5), Germany (4), The Netherlands (3)
and Austria, Portugal and Switzerland
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with one company each.
Newcomers at the show are Velours
Blafo from France, Froca from Spain and
Teviz from Portugal, while the Spanish
firm Sati and Italian company Torri Lana
1885 return.
New this year on a trial basis is the
Italian Abook Librerie bookshop by Fabio
Castelli, offering a special selection of
books about architecture, interior design,
furniture, fabrics and curtains, urban
planning and environmental

sustainability, in addition to books by
Renzo Piano Foundation.
Last year’s show attracted 6,553
visitors: 2,698 from Italy (41%) and 3,855
(59%) from elsewhere.
FAST FACTS
Proposte
International fabric exhibition
Como, Italy
4-6 May, 9am-6pm (4pm on 6 May)
www.propostefair.it
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ENTERTAINMENT

CROSSWORD

SUDOKO

Easy

ACROSS

DOWN

1 Yonder thing
5 Goes off course
9 Outer coat of a seed
14 Tramp
15 Mild oath
16 Hitching post?
17 Birthright seller
18 Playthings
19 Stylish
20 Chorus
22 Medium of exchange
23 Island in the East China Sea
24 Chief of the Vedic gods
28 Fanatical
34 Fine white clay
38 Bottom line?
39 Salver
40 List of mistakes
41 Group of eight?
43 The Tower of Pisa does this
44 Gangster’s gun
47 Faculties
48 Wheel for propelling a ship
51 Whirling
52 Potala Palace site
57 Episode
61 Quantities
63 Attacks
64 Crime boss
66 Castle ring
67 Winged
68 Chieftain, usually in Africa
69 Not working
70 Executive of a municipality
71 Fill with cargo
72 Antlered animal

1 Heat unit
2 Old Testament book
3 Behind
4 Excursions
5 Abominable snowman
6 Not forming an angle
7 Method
8 Radical 1960s org
9 Dutch navigator
10 Red Muppet
11 Ollie’s partner
12 Shipping deduction
13 Bohemian
21 Examine account books
25 High degree
26 Dr of rap
27 Full of crevices
29 Endangered equine
30 Env notation
31 Some nest eggs
32 Pan’s opposite
33 Sight organs
34 Seaweed
35 Neighbourhood
36 Toward the mouth
37 Ground
42 String quartet instrument
45 Amazement
46 Common article
49 Second of two
50 Cobra, for example
53 Moist
54 Cathode’s contrary
55 Hackneyed
56 Fall flower
57 Counterfeit
58 Currency unit in Western Samoa
59 Brit’s exclamation
60 Western pact
62 Additional
64 Animation unit
65 US Doctors’ org

Medium

Difficult
Answers can be found on p82

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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FINAL POLISH
Play golf, help charity
If you play golf, enjoy a good night out
and want to support two deserving
charities, there’s some key dates for your
diary next month. On 10-11 May is the
55th Kidderminster Carpet
Manufacturers National Golf Tournament,
sponsored by Georgian Carpets, in aid of
the Furnishing Industry Trust and
Macmillan Cancer Support.
Day one is a four ball team event while
day two is a two ball team event. The cost
is £80 for both days or £50 for Tuesday
and £35 for the Wednesday. A dinner
at the Granary Hotel, Kidderminster on
10 May costs £30 a head.
Rupert Anton, event chairman says:

‘We are tremendously grateful to
Georgian Carpets for their continued
sponsorship and also to Adam, Victoria,
Brintons and Brockway Carpets who are
the backbone of the event.
‘Last year we were overwhelmed by
the generosity of our industry. To raise
£16,000 in such difficult economic times
speaks volumes for all concerned.
‘While we have a loyal, hardcore player
base we are always keen to attract new
players. It is a genuinely fun two days
and an opportunity to mix business and
pleasure with some of the leading lights
of the industry,’ he says.
For details tel: 01562 747 359 or email
rupertanton@carpetfoundation.com.

Locked up for lunch
Here’s a fundraiser with a difference:
lunch inside – inside prison that is. FIT is
offering lunch at The Clink, a new
restaurant located within High Down
high security prison in Sutton, Surrey on
24 August.
‘All chefs and waiters at the restaurant
are current prisoners and the restaurant
furniture is made within the prison walls.
This is a fantastic and unique event
offering a very thought-provoking
experience with lots to talk about
afterwards,’ says Nigel Blake, FIT director.
Best to leave the wine at home
though. Tickets cost £45. Email info@fitrust.co.uk.

Rhino resistant

Top gear: It may be April, but if you want the Aston Martin furniture collection for Christmas you
may have to start saving now. Designed by Mirko Tattarini and Emanuele Canova, it includes this
striking sofa with a choice of steel or carbon fibre frame. Our only quibble is that being Aston
Martin, it’s not UK made, as Formitalia holds the rights.

Water aid
Kitchen and bathroom exhibition kbb
London/Birmingham has pledged to
raise £20,000 to help the WaterAid
charity improve access to safe water,
hygiene, and sanitation in some of the
world’s poorest communities. The

campaign will be launched at kbb
London next month and run until kbb
Birmingham in March 2012.
‘As little as £15 can enable a person to
have access to safe water, improved
hygiene and sanitation,’ says Andrew
Vaughan, kbb London brand director.

Entertainment answers

Easy

82

Medium
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Difficult

Unusual product tests get the message
across more effectively than laboratory
data. Hence we urge companies to follow
in the footsteps of Mohawk and think
animal. Very large animal.
The company fitted its SmartStrand
carpet to the enclosure of Ricko, a 12
year-old 1.25ton rhino resident at
Birmingham Zoo, Alabama, USA and let
him get on with what rhinos to do. Two
weeks later it was cleaned with hot water
and the firm’s spot remover and looked
‘as good as new,’ says Ricko’s keeper.
We’re looking forward to elephants
testing sofas, chimps trying out dining
tables and bears seeing
how scratch
resistant
laminate
is.
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